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WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
When they are clearly focused, well-crafted essay topics allow students to demonstrate how well they can access and manage information
in meaningful ways” (Morgan, Dunn, Parry, & O’Reilly, 2004, p. 111) but many argue that writing essays isn’t the best preparation for
functioning eﬀectively in the 21st century, when oral presentation and working well with others may be more important considerations.
However, others argue that essays can allow students to show their creativity and skills at writing an argument or making a case.
Whichever is the case, there are ﬁve main problems with the over-use of essays as an assessment device:
•
•

They take a great deal of time to mark, let alone the time it takes for students to prepare, draft and compose them.
When most assessment is in the form of essays, students’ skills at essay-writing are repeatedly tested, at the expense sometimes
of their understanding of the subject.
• Lots of research shows that we’re not at all good at marking essays fairly – diﬀerent assessors often give the same essay very
diﬀerent marks.
• Essay marks often tend to lie between 35% for a poor one and 75% for a very good one, whereas in many other disciplines the
marks for an assignment like a lab report can range across the whole 0-100% span more evenly.
• With coursework essays, there can be doubt about veracity – i.e. whodunit?! (Race, 2014)
Of course, essay questions in exams largely get over the last of the above problems but assessing them often relies heavily on how
eﬀective students are at writing legibly and fast, which can have little to do with their grasp of the subject matter.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
There is a strong argument to be made for using authentic assessments, that is assessments that “can demonstrate the knowledge
behaviours, qualities and attributes that were described in the course, programme or speciﬁcation” (Brown, 2015, p. 118). In some
disciplines, assessed essays are rarely or never used – for example, in many science, engineering, maths and technology ﬁelds. But in
many other disciplines, the essay as the main form of assessment still dominates, both in coursework and exams. Sometimes we don’t
do enough to help students understand what is required of them:
“Often the criteria for the assessment of written communication in essays are not made explicit to students who learn appropriate
essay techniques through trial and error” (Morgan et al, op cit 2004, p. 90).
Besides the dimensions of the problems listed above, there is also a lot of evidence that our feedback on assessed coursework essays
does not always help students improve their learning or future performance in the medium – not least is that however carefully the
feedback is designed, there is no guarantee that students will study it properly and act on the suggestions made in it (Winstone, Nash,
Parker, & Rowntree, 2017).

WHAT CAN WE DO?
While undoubtedly ‘well-constructed essay questions’ are a valid form of assessment perhaps we can give greater consideration to what
skills we are assessing in essay writing and make the students aware of this. The following suggestions look at what we can do to get
more out of essay type assessments and how we might ensure the students beneﬁt from the process.
1. REDUCE THE LENGTH
If we want students to demonstrate the skills of synthesis and assimilation, asking them to write fewer words may be more eﬀective
than seeking long discursive responses to open essay titles. Shorter word constraints can make marking a great deal faster, and
student thinking deeper – it can be a lot harder to write a good short essay than a long ‘woolly’ one.
2. REQUIRE MORE PERSONAL ESSAYS
To avoid mechanistic or reproductive approaches when writing about a topic, rather than asking students simply to reframe content
they have derived from reference sources, we can ask them to adopt a personal position in an argument or ask them to draw on
specialist knowledge from professional backgrounds to demonstrate a thorough understanding of a topic. We can therefore ask
students to include where relevant their own views, opinions, experiences, predictions and reﬂections. Personalised essays are more
interesting to mark too and have the positive side-eﬀect of being more diﬃcult to re-use or plagiarise.
3. COUPLE WRITTEN WORK WITH ORAL PRESENTATION
If we want students to demonstrate the ability to communicate eﬀectively in a range of media, we can ask students to produce linked
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oral and written elements within an assignment. We can therefore allot some marks to the written work, but give further marks for
face-to-face communication, for example, through a presentation to peers, or answering questions about the written work, where
probing questions can be used to gauge depth of understanding.
4. GET STUDENTS THEMSELVES PRACTICED AT ASSESSING ESSAYS
A core skill for eﬀective students is the ability to evaluate how good their work is during the actual production of it (Sadler, 2010) so
gaining practice in seeing what comprises a really good essay can help them write better ones themselves. This can be one of the
fastest ways of letting them know how we might assess essays and inducts them quickly into the tips and wrinkles which can make
their forays in essay design more successful (for further information see TACIT Guide 7 - Getting students to self-assess to deepen
their learning and develop feedback dialogues).
5. HELP STUDENTS UNDERSTAND WHAT GOOD ESSAYS LOOK LIKE
Early in any course, discuss in class good, medium and poor examples of essays, so students learn how best to evidence their learning
in this particular medium, and what is valued in the discipline or ﬁeld being studied.
6. FAMILIARISE STUDENTS FROM AN EARLY STAGE WITH THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PROCESSES OF PLANNING,
DRAFTING, RE-DRAFTING AND EDITING THEIR ESSAYS
In previous learning contexts, they may have had lots of help from teachers in improving drafts, which they can’t necessarily expect
to receive in the higher education context, so they need to learn how to review and improve their own work and to appreciate that
essays are usually best not just written ‘straight from the brain’, but must be adjusted, ﬁne-tuned and improved before submission.

FIVE ALTERNATIVES TO ESSAYS
To lead to more authentic and productive measures of learning (Race 2015) we can ask students to:
1. PREPARE A WORD CONSTRAINED ANNOTATED PRIORITISED BIBLIOGRAPHY, FOR EXAMPLE OF THEIR TOP FIVE SOURCES
21st century students need to become adept at sourcing and prioritising information from the mass that is available, so asking
them to ﬁnd, say, two journal articles, two web sources and a book they have found useful, to explain how they found them, and
their rationale for their choices (including what they rejected) can form the basis of a constructive and productive dialogue about
information management.
2. SUBMIT INCREMENTALLY SHORT ELEMENTS OF TEXT ON A BLOGSITE TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR EVOLVING
UNDERSTANDING OF AN ISSUE OR TOPIC
Tutors and peers can then comment on this emergent thinking, enabling students to broaden and deepen their understanding.
3. REVIEW A DOSSIER OF EVIDENCE AND SUMMARISE THEIR LEARNING FROM THEM IN A 500-WORD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This matches the kinds of task that many will encounter in industry and the professions in many disciplines and requires the same
kind of clear thinking and eﬀective writing skills that an essay does but asks more of the student.
4. PRODUCE A WORD-CONSTRAINED LIST OF ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST A COURSE OF ACTION IN A COMPLEX
TOPIC, AND A SHORT RECOMMENDATION FOR ACTION
This again mirrors the kinds of activity that many graduates will be asked to undertake in ‘real life’.
5. WRITE AN ARTICLE OR A FEATURE FOR A JOURNAL, NEWSLETTER OR MAGAZINE AS DESIGNATED BY THE TUTOR
This task requires students to write ﬂuently and eﬀectively while matching tone and register to a speciﬁc publication and can
challenge students much more than simply writing an essay. In some programmes, students actually submit to publications even as
undergraduates and succeed in getting their work published.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
There is a place for assessment by essays in 21st century higher education, but it might be much smaller than current usage would
suggest. If we use essays, we need to make them as authentic an assessment method as we can and we can also explore alternatives
that test similar or overlapping skills in more relevant and valid ways.
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